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1. Project Summary
1.1. Project
Title

Project CLoCC - Customer Low Cost Connections

1.2. Project
Explanation

Project CLoCC aims to minimise the cost and time of connections to
the National Transmission System (NTS), with particular focus on
unconventional gas connections. This will be achieved through
fundamentally challenging every aspect of the connection process,
building on worldwide ‘best in class’ technology and practice.

1.3. Funding
licensee:

National Grid Gas Transmission (NGGT)

1.4. Project
description:

1.4.1. The Problem(s) it is exploring
Currently, the cost to connect to the high pressure NTS is
approximately £2m and can take up to three years. For
unconventional gas connections, which can have much lower gas
flow rates than traditional NTS connections and be much faster to
market, these connection costs and durations are typically
prohibitive. To date all of the unconventional gas connections have
connected to the low pressure distribution networks (DN’s), but as
numbers grow and due to potential restrictions in terms of location
and flow rates there is increasing customer demand to connect to
the NTS. Therefore this project aims to provide a connection service
and range of connection options which will facilitate this emerging
market.
1.4.2. The Method(s) that it will use to solve the Problem(s)
To develop the connection service that is required for
unconventional gas connections the project will focus on three key
areas:
a. Optimised Commercial Processes designed to meet the
requirements of non-traditional customers.
b. Innovative Connection Solutions tailored to the needs of
unconventional gas connections. This will encompass a
global technology watch, concept designs and the field trial
of the proposed engineering connection solution(s).
c. A Visual Online Platform to facilitate the customer
experience. The innovative tool will use geographical data
and customer information to enable customers to compare
and assess suitable options for an NTS connection.
1.4.3. The Solution(s) it is looking to reach by applying the
Method(s)
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The project looks to develop a connection service that facilitates the
unconventional gas connections market; specifically connection
costs of below £1m and with duration of less than one year.
1.4.4. The Benefit(s) of the project
The cost of each connection will be reduced by approximately 50%
and unconventional gas projects that may not have been
economically viable will be able to proceed. Assuming that there are
over 100 connections in the next 20 years, this will potentially
create £100m of savings and there will be significant environmental
benefits through the displacement of gas imports with indigenous
gas.

1.5. Funding
1.5.1 NIC
Funding Request
(£k)

£4,820.07

1.5.3 Network
Licensee Extra
Contribution (£k)

N/A

1.5.5. Total
Project Costs
(£k)

£5,433.82

1.6. List of
Project
Partners,
External
Funders and
Project
Supporters

1.5.2 Network
Licensee
Compulsory
Contribution
(£k)
1.5.4 External
Funding –
excluding from
NICs (£k):

£543.38

N/A

Premtech Ltd
Unit 5 Charter Point Way
Ashby Park
Ashby de la Zouch
Leicestershire
LE65 1NF
Protech
Land & Marine Engineering Ltd
River House
Riverside Way
Uxbridge
Middlesex
UB8 2YF
Aqua Consultants
Bradford Chamber Business Park
New Lane
Bradford
BD4 8BX

1.7 Timescale
1.7.1. Project
Start Date

01/02/2016

1.7.2. Project
End Date

29/10/2018
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1.8. Project Manager Contact Details
1.8.1. Contact
Name & Job Title

James
Abrahams

1.8.2. Email &
Telephone
Number

1.8.3. Contact
Address

Gas Customer
Account
Manager
Gas Transmission
National Grid House
Warwick Technology Park
Gallows Hill
CV34 6DA

James.abrahams@nationalgrid.com
01926 653000

1.9: Cross Sector Projects (only include this section if your project is a Cross
Sector Project).
1.9.1. Funding
requested the
from the
[Gas/Electricity]
NIC (£k, please
state which other
competition)
1.9.2. Please
confirm whether
or not this
[Gas/Electricity]
NIC Project could
proceed in the
absence of
funding being
awarded for the
other Project.

N/A

N/A
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Section 2: Project Description
2.1. Aims and objectives
Changes in the energy sector mean that customers can see value in connecting to the
gas transmission system in a way that was not viable or foreseen in the past. In
particular, those developing indigenous gas supplies see value in connecting to the NTS
because of location and/or the benefits of a higher pressure network. However, these
customers are quite different to traditional NTS connections and therefore find that the
existing connection regime does not meet their project’s requirements.
The aim of the project is to develop a low cost and timely NTS connection service for
unconventional gas connections.
a) The Problem(s) which needs to be resolved;
In the past, connections to the NTS were generally required to support entry projects
such as liquefied natural gas (LNG) terminals, gas fired power stations, storage sites and
other similar large sized projects which would be either entering or off-taking gas over a
long period of time. More recently, however, customers are now approaching NGGT with
a view to connecting much smaller projects to the NTS. In terms of the current
connections process, customers looking to
connect to the NTS need to follow the
‘Application to Offer’ (A2O) process. This
process was developed following extensive
industry debate over a lengthy period which
culminated in Uniform Network Code (UNC)
modification proposal 0373 being approved
by the Authority on 4 July 20121.
The A20 process was jointly developed with
our customers and is tailored to their needs.
As aforementioned, the majority of our
customers at the time were developing
power stations, storage sites or new entry
points e.g. Liquefied Natural Gas terminals.
These types of projects typically have long
lead times and the cost of the NTS
connection represents a small proportion of
their overall project. It should be noted that
the actual engineering of these types of
connections has not developed significantly
over the last 20 years. However, overall
satisfaction with our existing connection
service is very good, with an average
satisfaction score of 7.27/10 in 2014/15
compared to 6.33/10 in 2013/14,
demonstrating an improvement over the last
two years through incremental process
changes.
Figure 1 – Current A20 Process

1

If a customer wishes to connect to the NTS,

For full details of the UNC modification proposal 0373 see http://www.gasgovernance.co.uk/0373
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the actual costs payable for that connection are calculated based on the time and
materials used to undertake the activity. For a Minimum Offtake Connection (MOC) at a
greenfield site, the cost of the connection is generally ~£2m and can take up to 3 years
to deliver. The costs and timescales for more complex connections can be significantly
higher than those for a MOC.
Additionally connection assets are currently designed to cater for the full production flow
rates (as this is ultimately what they need to support) and the cost and complexity of
the connection are driven by these full production figures. However, the cost and
timescale to support this can be prohibitive if it is not entirely certain whether the
project will progress or that it will indeed produce gas at the initially conceived rate.
Therefore the current application and connection process can be prohibitive for smaller
projects. Additionally it does not particularly cater for projects whose needs (in terms of
flow rates) are subject to change over time as the projects develop.
We have now begun to see new types of connection customer, those developing
unconventional gas sources, for example shale and biogas, for entry into the gas system
and exit connections for applications such as for natural gas powered vehicle refuelling
stations. The requirements of these customers are fundamentally different. Their
projects are typically fast to market and the NTS connection cost represents a significant
proportion of the total development costs.
If the present NTS connection service continues, the majority of these unconventional
gas projects will seek connections to distribution networks, where possible, or try to find
other ways of using the gas they produce, for example power generation. Depending on
the situation, connections to the distribution network and alternative uses for the gas will
have a number of disadvantages compared to a low cost NTS connection and may in
some cases result in projects not being financially viable. The main disadvantages of a
connection to a distribution network are the potential long pipeline distances between
the MOC and the customer’s facility, flow rate limitations in low demand periods, i.e.
summer months and additional gas processing requirements.
b) The Method(s) being trialled to solve the Problem:
The method(s) being trialled has three key elements:
a. Optimised Commercial Processes designed to meet the requirements of nontraditional customers
b. Innovative Connection Solutions tailored to the needs of unconventional gas
connections at high pressure. This will encompass a global technology watch,
concept designs and the field trial of the proposed engineering connection
solution(s).
c. A Visual Online Platform to facilitate the customer experience. The innovative
tool will use geographical data and customer information to enable customers to
compare and assess suitable options for an NTS connection.
c) The Development or Demonstration being undertaken:
NGGT is looking to make the best use of the existing assets that make up the
transmission system. The NTS consists of 7655km of pipeline, over 250 block valves and
connects into all 12 local distribution zones. Facilitating new types of connections will
allow NGGT to maximise the usage of the high pressure network and provide additional
benefit to all customers.
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The project will trial and demonstrate a novel connection based on innovative connection
solutions targeting less than £1m and less than one year from initial enquiry to ‘gas on’
date. The project will also demonstrate a novel visual online platform.
d) The Solution(s) which will be enabled by solving the Problem:
There are three clear solutions which will be enabled by solving the current challenge
NGGT has with its current NTS connection process:
1) The time it takes from Initial Enquiry to ‘Gas On’ date will be significantly reduced
from up to three years to less than one year.
2) The cost of a connection will be reduced significantly from up to £2m to less than
£1m.
3) Enabling customers to instantly see viable connection options.

2.2. Technical description of Project
Project CLoCC has three clear stages, which are explained below. A detailed project
programme can be found in Appendix C.
Stage 1: Market Assessment, Tech Watch and Feasibility Studies
Stage 1: Market
Assessment, Global
Tech Watch and
Feasibility Studies

Stage 2: Conceptual
Design and Change
Plan

Stage 3: Detailed
Design, Build and Test
and Business
Readiness

Optimised commercial processes: As part of the NIC Bid preparation the project has
already undertaken a preliminary market research study to identify customer
requirements (a sample customer questionnaire can be found in Appendix E). This has
identified the key requirements of unconventional gas customers. Further exploration of
these requirements at a more detailed level will be undertaken during the UK market
assessment. As part of the market assessment, we have also spoken to all of the gas
distribution companies to understand their offerings and processes. The information we
have from customers will guide the commercial processes, visual online portal and
innovative connection solutions we develop and we will build on the knowledge from the
distribution companies to fast track the project’s progress. During stage 1 the
deficiencies and limitations associated with both transmission and distribution
legislation/standards/codes and specifications will be identified and documented for
action within the change plan.
Innovative connection solutions: As well as the upfront UK market assessment, the
project has undertaken a global technology watch (GTW) during the NIC bid preparation
phase, which has scanned the world for the latest developments in connecting
unconventional gas sources. The GTW will be revisited and built upon throughout stage 1
of this project. This will ensure that at the point at which conceptual design is underway,
the full picture of the equipment available, gas types expected and customers is
understood. This will also enable the project to position itself at the forefront of
technologies in the area. The GTW will also provide an international understanding of
key gas supplies and gas parameters (flow profiles, pressures, gas composition etc.) of
different unconventional gas types such as biogas, shale and coal bed methane. Key
areas for innovation are:


The live connection to existing assets.
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Low cost telemetry.
Valve technology.
New metering developments.
Skid mounted, transportable units.
Modular construction, to enable additional customer/loads to be added into the
connection infrastructure.
Hub solution systems.
New gas quality monitoring equipment.

Through discussions with vendors and suppliers it was felt that these are key areas that
can be targeted for innovation. Taking gas quality for example; there are products on
the market that utilise laser technologies to detect up to 20 gases. Whilst these do not
currently provide a full analysis of the gas composition delivered by the Ofgem approved
gas chromatographs, it would be worthwhile reviewing the critical parameters which
need to be analysed for unconventional gases and how NGGT can work with Ofgem and
manufacturers to develop accurate equipment that focusses on measuring a smaller set
of specific gas parameters appropriate to that type of gas.
Based on the outputs from the UK market assessment and GTW, the project will develop
a number of feasibility designs for innovative connection options. As a minimum we see
three standard offerings:
a) Minimum offtake connection based on existing NTS infrastructure (i.e. NTS
block valve).
b) Minimum offtake direct connection to a live high pressure pipeline (i.e. ‘hottap’ connection).
c) Enhanced connection/hub solution that provides additional functionality
based on the customer requirements, such as metering and gas quality
measurement and permits the capability for multiple customers/connections.
These feasibility designs will allow Protech to commence preliminary vendor discussions
during stage 1 of this project to ensure timely and efficient delivery of all equipment and
materials.
Diagram 2 illustrates the existing connection options currently available to customers
and the three connection offerings available to NTS customers following the successful
development of this project as detailed below:
Existing NTS connection options:
1. Minimum offtake connection to an existing NTS asset: A MOC to an existing asset
can currently take up to 3 years and cost the customer ~£1.5m. However, most if
not all recent connection requests (Exit, Entry or Storage) have been large
supplies and the customer has normally requested a greenfield site. This is
because the existing pipework in a block valve is too small for the large gas
capacity requirements.
2. Minimum offtake connection with NTS hot-tap connection: A MOC connected
directly to the NTS through a ‘hot-tap’ connection can also take up to 3 years and
costs of ~£2m can be incurred.
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Proposed innovative connection solutions:
1. Minimum offtake connection based on existing NTS infrastructure (i.e. NTS block
valve): Our ambition is to allow for a connection to an existing block valve in less
than 1 year and for less than £1m through the development of a skid based
innovative solution. The current market for smaller gas customers lends itself
better to connect into a block valve or any existing site. Hence we are looking at
the option under the Network Innovation Allowance (NIA) to attempt to meet
customer requirements and expectations. This will allow us to have a distinct
strategy on detailed design for small gas customers to better position ourselves to
inform customers what we can or cannot do. At the moment we do not have a
generic gas connection design for anything below a 6”/150mm design and it is
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normal for all the connection to be buried where as our thinking is to provide an
above ground installation.
2. Direct minimum offtake connection to a live high pressure pipeline: Our ambition
is to reduce the time for a hot tap connection to less than 1 year and reduce the
cost of connection to less than £1m against the current 3 years and ~£2m
through the development of a skid based innovative solution.
3. Enhanced connection/hub solution that provides additional functionality based on
the customer requirements, such as metering and gas quality measurement: It is
proposed to provide an enhanced connection/hub solution where a number of gas
customers utilise a new facility with a single connection to the NTS. This
enhanced solution will allow an initial connection to the NTS with applications
based on an initial customers requirements i.e. metering, gas quality
measurements etc. If an additional customer(s) wishes to connect into the NTS at
the same location, this connection point can be utilised and a customer would
only be required to purchase the additional functional requirements such as
metering and gas quality.
The options detailed above will use a standardised design and realise time and cost
efficiencies based on this scalable approach.
Visual online platform: Stage 1 of the project will also involve a feasibility study for
the visual online portal and a review of similar existing systems currently deployed or in
the process of development across the international gas industry and comparable sectors
to ensure any best practice can be incorporated into the development of the portal.
The feasibility study will define the steps required for the development of the customer
web interface, hardware, hosting environment, system administration, security and
functionality requirements.

Figure 3 – Functionality of visual online platform

As a minimum the visual online portal will need to develop the capability to accept a grid
reference and determine the nearest high pressure gas pipeline or other physical
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infrastructure, for example a block valve, and provide an indicative price. Parametric
modelling, utilising a finite number of technical parameters will allow for standardised
designs to suit customers’ requirements. The project will also look to embed a high level
network analysis view of each of the connection options to identify whether there is a
need for further reinforcement and/or any specific requirements in terms of flows. The
intention is to link building information modelling (BIM) functionality which will allow a
customer to visualise the connection solution based on initial parameters.
The key outputs from Stage 1 are summarised below:









UK market assessment
Understanding of International gas parameters.
Global technology watch providing an understanding of innovative technologies.
Feasibility designs for skid and hub based connection solutions.
Development of BIM strategy report.
Functional requirement for the visual online portal.
Preliminary vendor discussions.
Stage 1 completion report.

Stage 2: Conceptual Design and Change Plan
Stage 1: Market
Assessment, Tech
Watch and Feasibility
Studies

Stage 2: Conceptual
Design and Change
Plan

Stage 3: Detailed
Design, Build and Test
and Business
Readiness

Optimised commercial processes: Based on the UK market assessment, we will
design the changes we need to make to our internal processes to simplify and accelerate
the application to offer an optimised process for unconventional gas connections. It is
likely that we will also need to modify the Uniform Network Code (UNC), the contract
that governs our relationship with the users of our system; therefore we would initiate a
working group to consider the changes that we would like to make. Throughout this
process we will engage with all stakeholders to ensure the changes we intend to make to
our internal processes and the UNC changes remain valid and aligned to our customer’s
requirements. In addition, as the portal and engineering solutions develop, we will have
greater understanding of the advantages these new innovative solutions can offer and
how they may be able to further streamline our processes.
Innovative connection solutions: As part of the optioneering, initial drawings and
imagery will be generated to engage the relevant stakeholders and assist in the
optioneering process. For example, to reduce the duration of the overall process our
designs are likely to be skid mounted and as far as possible ‘off the shelf’. Utilising a skid
based connection solution which will incorporate equipment from multiple original
equipment manufacturers (OEM’s) in one small footprint with minimal complexity which
provides the following customer benefits in relation to both operation and maintenance:
 Portable (non-permanent) - allowing for transportation and potential re-use for
multiple applications.
 Scalable – allowing for multifunctional add-on systems to meet whole life
customer requirements.
 Maintainable – above ground installation allows for ease of maintenance and
also reduction in construction activities providing alternative options to exposing a
pipeline. The cost and time to remove such a system will also be reduced due the
nature of an above ground installation.
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To ensure we gain the benefits of this approach we will need to overcome the challenge
of long lead time items, and probably more importantly ensure the designs in terms of
aesthetics, including height, will meet the requirements of planning authorities. In
addition the standardised designs are likely to have some options, which provide the
potential to reduce costs but may place operational restrictions on the customers. An
example of which, is that currently we install bypasses on the connection to allow us to
annually maintain the valve on the connection without interrupting customer flow,
however this adds cost. For options such as this, we will work across the three work
streams to engage stakeholders and develop commercial options and relevant
operational procedures. Critical success factors will be defined and criterion (which
satisfies both customers and industry) will be fully challenged and reviewed so as to
develop a process to ensure the developed solutions meet the stated goals.
Visual online platform: In terms of the visual
online portal, a working prototype, with limited
functionality will be developed during this phase of
the project. This will allow the portal to be tested,
challenged and reviewed to ensure the tool provides
the required customer interface and functionality
defined by the project. Based on this, the prototype
will identify the nearest high pressure pipelines and
other infrastructure. It will also show the high level
network analysis for that pipeline, identifying if there
is sufficient capacity and any likely restrictions or
whether there is a need for more in depth analysis.
At this stage a very high level budget price will be
provided based on the current process and
engineering solution development. This
Figure 4 – Example of proposed
prototype will be tested with a sample of
visual online portal
stakeholders and feedback will be gathered to be
incorporated in the final model.
The web branding, customer interface, web portal, customer reporting structure and
visuals will be designed. A review of the existing asset database will also be undertaken
during this stage of the project.

Figure 5 – Example of proposed visual online portal
Key Outputs from Stage 2 are summarised below:







Change document to address internal and external processes.
Three standardised designs, with supporting information.
Initial vendor specification.
Visual online portal conceptual design/prototype.
Operational procedures produced.
Stage 2 completion report.
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Stage 3: Detailed Design, Build and Test and Business Readiness
Stage 1: Market
Assessment, Tech
Watch and Feasibility
Studies

Stage 2: Conceptual
Design and Change
Plan

Stage 3: Detailed
Design, Build and Test
and Business
Readiness

Optimised commercial processes: The final stage of the project will be to finalise and
implement the new processes and procedures which will have been determined following
the UK market assessment and the development of a change document. As discussed, it
is envisaged that this could involve changes to the commercial processes (contained
within the UNC), together with amendment of the suite of commercial documents which
are produced to help customers interact with NGGT in its role as developer and operator
of the NTS. On the presumption that we will need to introduce new commercial
processes (i.e. that UNC mods will need to be raised) there will need to be ongoing
discussions and stakeholder engagement to ensure that the changes to the processes
are widely supported and that the changes are fully understood by all affected parties
Innovative connection solutions: The project will build, test and commission one of
the standard offerings – the enhanced connection; this will in effect also prove the
costings and viability of the other two standardised options. In addition full detailed
design will be carried out for each standardised option. This will involve work across a
number of disciplines including: mechanical, civil, electrical and control and
instrumentation. At this point the components for construction during the project will be
selected and fully detailed ready for the testing phase. Premtech have already begun
utilising modelling technologies on other projects and the latest software would be used
to engage stakeholders and customers alike. The project is aiming to make the process
easier and giving customer’s an alternative way of looking at what they are building and
engaging with models earlier in the process.
As with all projects on the gas network the designs and calculations will need to be
appraised and approved by industry experts from each discipline before they can be
finalised. Part of this process involves reviewing and cross-examining the designs with
multiple stakeholders to ensure that whatever is developed is safe and fit for purpose.
Safety is of paramount importance to National Grid. Consequences of a high pressure
incident on a natural gas network would be far reaching. As such we operate under a
stringent process safety regime. Throughout the project we will undertake formal
process safety assessments against existing legislation and standards and in addition the
project will engage with a number of stakeholders – IGEM, HSE & local planning
authorities.
With full standardised drawing packs for the each design and full design calculations
undertaken a testing strategy will be produced. This will allow for the equipment to not
only be pressure tested but assessed on other criteria as detailed in the testing strategy.
In addition to the physical engineering, of equal importance are the working practices
and also the commercial agreements with suppliers to ensure that the equipment can be
pre-assembled and delivered to site for installation in less than one year. Working
instructions will be developed and fully documented that will be followed upon the
customer acceptance of one of the standardised offerings.
Visual online platform: Upon completion of the offline testing the system will be
ready for installation within the hosting environment. The hosting environment will either
be within the existing NGGT IS environment, or externally hosted at an approved
location, with all necessary security and redundancy capabilities. Once installed within
the hosting environment the system will undergo final testing prior to being in a state of
readiness for implementation. A full working version of the online platform will be
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provided to NGGT supplemented with full user instructions and will go live for customers
to use. During this phase the build of the final site will be refined and there will be
extensive user testing with key defined stakeholders. In addition the feedback from
customers during Phase 2 will be incorporated and all costings will be updated based on
the latest information from the innovative connection solutions workstream.
Key outputs from stage 3 are summarised below:









Internal and industry processes changes
Customer/Stakeholder reality design modelling.
Commercial agreements with Vendors and internal procurement discussions and
approvals.
Full detailed design pack for three standardised connections.
Construction and commissioning of enhanced connection complete.
Full work instructions.
Live customer online portal.
User instructions/operation and maintenance (O&M) manuals handed over to core
business.

2.3. Description of design of trials
Based on the global technology watch (stage 1) and vendor discussions (stage 2) orders
will be placed for long lead time items during stage 2. The enhanced connection will
demonstrate the costs and viability of the other two standardised options, as in effect
they are subsets of the enhanced connection.
Design trials of the physical engineering solutions will take place during Phase 3. The
plan is to build an enhanced connection system, most likely at a NGGT site which could
use a standby stream such as a multi-junction to get gas flow through the skids, due to
the novel nature of the equipment to be installed. An offline facility such as Eakring (NG
training centre) may also be used. It is important that the connection system is tested to
ensure that the full system operates as expected including all the telemetry,
instrumentation and control equipment. Protech will attend Factory Acceptance Tests
(FAT’s) for specific, individual systems components as well as factory acceptance testing
the complete connection solution which will be attended by NGGT Operations prior to
delivery to the designated site.
All materials will be delivered to the Protech fabrication facility in either Ireland or Leeds.
The materials will be inspected and approved for use by NGGT and Protech. Any issues
with new vendors will be addressed and if changes are required to the designs these will
be made. The skid mounted unit will be fully assembled at the Protech site. The costings
and works instructions will be fully validated and documented. The fully assembled unit
will then be transported by lorry to the chosen NGGT site and the connection will be
made. The unit will then be fully tested and commissioned. Throughout the processes
timings and amendments to work instructions will be recorded. The performance of the
enhanced connection will be validated over the following 3 months, after which the unit
will be disconnected and located into store.
After completion of the 3 month period, a full review of the whole process and design will
be undertaken from material order placement to the commissioning of the enhanced
connection. Engagement with the wider business is critical, along with challenge and
review sessions with the distribution networks, and supplier process evaluation allowing
for improvements to be identified and changes made to designs and works instructions
where necessary.
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2.4. Changes since Initial Screening Process (ISP)
There have been no changes since the Initial Screening Proposal.
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Section 3: Project business case
a) Background
The business case for this project is based upon reducing the cost and timing of NTS
connections for unconventional gas projects. The aim is to reduce the cost from ~£2m to
less than £1m and reduce the duration from three years to less than one year.
Considering the current cost of an NTS connection since 2006, approximately 14
connections have been undertaken, with costs ranging from £1.05m to £3.75m which
equates to an average cost of £2.2m per connection. These costs are generally only
associated with costs incurred from offer acceptance and exclude feasibility studies.
b) Existing A2O process
Current Customer connection process flow
The existing connection application process is set in the
Unified Network Code (UNC) and follows the A20 connection
application process. The A20 process starts with a customer
downloading the connection application forms from the
website and submitting them back to NGGT. This starts a
process, ultimately leading to the customer receiving a Full
Connection Offer (FCO). There are timelines, set in the UNC
which NGGT are required to adhere to.
The period from initial enquiry to full connection offer is
dependent on the type of offer to be made.
 Initial Connection Offer (ICO): Within 2 months
 Full Connection Offer (FCO): Conceptual Design Study
within 6 months (greenfield sites only)
 Full Connection Offer: Feasibility Study within 3 months &
Conceptual Design Study within 6 months
 Total – 12 months from ICO (including 3 months customer
acceptance window)
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Proposed A2O process flow chart

The length of time it currently takes for a full
connection offer may be prohibitive for smaller
projects. As we have seen from our initial market
research it is apparent that the interviewees felt
that the time it takes was one of the most
important aspects of a connection for their type of
projects.
Using the flow chart it is clear to see that project
CLoCC could significantly improve the NTS
connection process. Over the short to long term
this innovative approach to customer connections
will significantly reduce the timescales from initial
enquiry to customer connection.

c) Existing engineering solutions
Currently NGGT is required to undertake a full
engineering design for each customer connection
request on to the NTS and due to the high operating
pressures and criticality of the NTS infrastructure, the
design and engineering works that must be carried out
for each connection incur significant costs associated
with high pressure fittings and construction, which are
passed on to the customer.
As a result of the engineering effort required to make a connection on to the NTS, the
connections are designed for the maximum flow parameters required by the customer
for the full design life of the connection (typically 40 years). Therefore, these
connections are likely to be large to avoid additional connections or modifications to the
connection once installed. This means customers who expect changes to their flow
profile are more complex and costly to connect. Currently the scale of the task may put
a lot of customers off applying in the first place, due to the timescales of the connection
but also the cost of the connection.
Although each connection is optimised to the specific flow and pressure parameters
specified by the customer, connections are likely to share many attributes with the
designs from other customers; hence this innovation project offers the scope to develop
standardised off the shelf designs not currently available for high pressure installation.
The current process is perceived as complex and time consuming. This may discourage
enquiries/applications and also may put customers off before they’ve even enquired. In
some cases potential customers may not be aware of the potential to connect in existing
NGGT assets; hence reducing costs and timescales for a connection. The introduction of
a visual online portal will eliminate these problems, providing customers with a simple
guide to the connection process.
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d)

Customer benefits

Based on government projections for the potential of shale gas in the UK which could
amount to 32 bcm per year in 2035, this is likely to require approximately 100
connections to the gas networks. The majority of these are likely to be medium or high
pressure connections. Assuming there are 50 connections to the NTS leading up to 2035
and we can achieve the aim of this project we should be able to save approximately £1m
on average per connection. Therefore based on shale gas connections alone customers
should be able to save £50m over the next 20 years which may in turn result to the
reduction in end consumer costs.
As previously stated, NGGT have undertaken preliminary market research (sample
customer questionnaire can be found in Appendix E) to fully establish what aspects of
the connections process are of value to unconventional gas customers. Eight gas
customers, who were generally developers of either biomethane or shale gas have been
contacted either via a teleconference or face to face interview. During the interview we
explored the future requirements of our customers, to understand what they see as key
enablers from National Grid for an effective unconventional gas industry going forward.
This is to ensure our project deliverables are aligned to the future needs of our
customers and their views are considered when shaping the scope of our project.
Generally customers were very supportive of this innovation project and letters of
support can be found in Appendix G.
We also held face to face discussion and telephone interviews with each of the gas
distribution network companies to understand the challenges faced on the lower
pressure networks and any consequential changes to connection solutions and
processes.
From this limited market research on unconventional gas connections, customers stated
that over the next 5-10 years they considered that there would be over 150 projects. Of
these, 18 were attributed to shale gas, with the majority Compressed Natural Gas (CNG)
vehicle, gas engine and biogas related.

Figure 6 – Customer project type (5-10 year forecast)
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Assuming CLoCC achieves its objectives we would anticipate some of the larger vehicle
and/or biogas projects will connect to the NTS. We have therefore included an additional
50 NTS projects and assumed a similar level of saving of £1m.
Therefore over a 20 year period we anticipate savings in the region of £100m against a
project cost of £5.43m. Given the level of potential supplies of unconventional gas being
forecast, it is important that the project is started as soon as possible. As the connection
of indigenous sources such as shale gas over the transportation of LNG would save in the
order of 5g CO2 equivalent per mega joule of natural gas2 and as shale gas supplies
could reach up to 32 bcm per year by 2035, the energy equivalent of natural gas
equates to 1264 billion mega joules. So if the indigenous gas replaced 100% of the
imported LNG, this would represent a saving of 6 million tonnes CO 2 equivalent per year
It should be noted that the cost of an NTS connection is currently fully paid by the
connectee and NGGT does not place a margin on the connection. Therefore there is no
direct financial benefit to NGGT of reducing connection costs. From a consumer
perspective, the benefit will be seen through more indigenous gas being commercially
available and thus exerting downward pressure on gas prices and improving security of
supply. In addition the reduction in the upfront connection cost should also be reflected
within the associated gas cost.
The mandated NIC costings spreadsheet can be found in Appendix A with the benefits
spreadsheet at Appendix B. A summary of key figures per year is below:

Year
2015/16
2016/17
2017/18
2018/19
Total Project Cost

Cost(£k)
220.67
1393.56
2380.48
1439.11
5433.82

The NIC bid preparation costs are likely to be in the region of £175,000 which will be
funded through NIA bid preparation costs, and include bid preparation and procurement
costs. The project will be subject to robust project management practises, including a
stage gates process throughout. NGGT will establish a Project Management team with
the other project partners and appoint a Project Manager to ensure the project is
delivered to time and to budget.
The following table illustrates the project spending at each stage against each of the
three project work streams.

2

http://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/Reducing-carbon-footprint-report.pdf
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Timeline

Optimised
Commercial
Processes

Innovative
Connection
Solutions

Visual
Online
Platform

Total

Stage 1 Market
Assessment,
Global Tech
Watch and
Feasibility
Studies

7 Months

£140k

£300k

£200k

£640k

Stage 2 Conceptual
Design and
Change Plan

9 Months

£220k

£630k

£300k

£1,150k

Stage 3 Detailed
Design,
Build and
Test and
Business
Readiness

18 Months

£350k

£2,650k

£680k

£3,680k

£710k

£3,580k

£1,180k

£5.5m

Total

Three separate stage gate reviews will be held following the completion of each of these
project stages. These review sessions are required to ensure the project has reached the
expected output, not just in terms of cost and programme, but also to ensure we
maintain our stakeholder focus throughout the entire duration of the project.
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4: Benefits, timeliness, and partners
(a) Accelerates the development of a low carbon energy sector and/or delivers
environmental benefits whilst having the potential to deliver net financial
benefits to future and/or existing Customers.
This project will maximise the potential to fully support the development of future
indigenous gas sources. Additionally, the project, if successful will allow new types of
exit connection (such as to facilitate Compressed Natural Gas projects) to be supported.
Although shale gas, like other forms of gas, cannot be regarded as a low-carbon fuel
source, the use of shale gas, however, will have lower lifecycle emissions than imported
liquefied natural gas (LNG). The connection of indigenous sources such as shale gas
over the transportation of LNG would save in the order of 5g CO2 equivalent per mega
joule of natural gas3 and as shale gas supplies could reach up to 32 bcm per year by
2035, the energy equivalent of natural gas equates to 1264 billion mega joules. So if the
indigenous gas replaced 100% of the imported LNG, in this scenario, this would
represent a saving of 6 million tonnes CO2 equivalent per year, contributing towards the
Government target of reducing greenhouse gas emissions (from the 1990 baseline) by at
least 80% by 2050.
In terms of biomethane, there are currently around 27 projects injecting biomethane to
the distribution networks, with more due this year (forecast to be around 50 by the end
of 2015). Additionally there are biogas projects which have not connected to the
Distribution Networks as it has not been feasible for them to make such a connection.
This has been either due to the proximity of the distribution network to the project (they
are too far away or there are river or road crossings proving a difficulty for such a
connection) or that the distribution network could not support the level of flow that the
project was seeking, usually due to insufficient demand in summer months on the
distribution network to accommodate their desired flow rate. For some of these cases,
the NTS is located very close to these projects and therefore if an option to connect to
the NTS could be developed which was cost effective and timely for these projects then
customers would prefer to choose this option rather than their only alternative option at
the moment which is to generate electricity through CHP. Therefore it is important that
the option to facilitate such connections is implemented as soon as possible.
Biomethane is expected to become an increasingly important element of the nation’s
future energy strategy, helping to meet environmental targets while reducing reliance on
gas imports. The production process for biomethane is considered to be a ‘green’
technology that has a small carbon footprint, as it makes efficient use of existing
materials that would otherwise go to waste. Injecting biomethane into the grid is more
energy efficient than using the gas to generate electricity. Around 90% energy is
retained through grid injection, but just 30-35% when combusted to generate electricity.
Combustion also leads to the escape of methane into the air, which contributes to the
build-up of harmful greenhouse gasses.
Because of the environmentally friendly production process, the UK government has
identified biomethane as an important part of the national energy mix, and has allocated
generous tariffs for the supply of this gas into the network. It is anticipated that the
adoption of biomethane will help the UK meet its 2020 commitments to supply 15% of
energy demand from renewable sources.

3

http://www.theccc.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/Reducing-carbon-footprint-report.pdf
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The Government also released a report in 2014, issued by the Low Emission HGV Task
Force4 stating that HGVs account for 21% of surface transport CO2 emissions, 28% of
NOx emissions and 16% of particulate matter emissions. Alternative fuels such as CNG
or biomethane are far less polluting than conventional fossil fuels (such as diesel) and
therefore substantial environmental savings could be realised from greater use of these
technologies.
Part of their report included a case study of Howard Tenens, one of the largest privately
owned logistics companies in the UK, which showed that a dual fuel vehicle operating on
CNG saves up to 15% CO2 compared to an equivalent diesel vehicle, and up to 60% if
operating on biomethane. Introducing dual fuel vehicles into their fleet was instrumental
in driving down the company’s carbon footprint. In 2011-12 the company saved just
under 1,000 tonnes of CO2 due to its dual fuel fleet, equivalent to an 8% reduction in
overall fleet emissions. Therefore if CNG or biomethane powered vehicles were to be
more widely adopted in the UK, the environmental savings could be considerable.

(b) Provides value for money to gas/electricity distribution/transmission
Customers
As described above we anticipate that there could be approximately 50-100 NTS
connections over the 20 years. Reducing the costs of these connections by
approximately £1m per connection will directly benefit the customer connecting to our
network. This saving should be passed through to consumers through lower gas prices.
In addition, we anticipate due to the lower cost of connection more projects will be viable
and inject gas into the gas grid, this should mean that more indigenous gas is available
putting downward pressure on gas prices and improving security of supply. To highlight
the potential benefit, 32 bcm of shale gas per year would equate to 41% of predicted
annual demand in 2035, therefore the impact of this would be very significant.
From our initial market research we have seen that some projects have recently
connected to the local transmission system (LTS >7bar) on the distribution networks. By
connecting to the LTS the customer has not been required to add propane to meet the
statutory calorific value limits. Although a connection to the LTS is more expensive than
that to a lower pressure tier, one customer confirmed a saving of approximately £350k
through eliminating the requirement to inject propane. This saving would mean the
connection would effectively pay for itself within 2-3 years. We would expect that the
same would be true for connecting to the NTS – i.e. it is most likely that there wouldn’t
be a requirement to inject propane to biomethane.
Another example project from the LTS network uses a blending service, so no propane
needed to be added by the customer as the connection was into an existing above
ground installation (AGI) on their 42 bar network so commingling was possible – again
we would expect the same to be true for the NTS. Therefore a major benefit of
connecting to the NTS over the lower pressure tiers is the potential removal of the
requirement to add propane. Whilst not yet definitive, given the flows through the
pipelines and the volume the customers want to inject it should be possible to remove
the necessity of propane injection. An additional benefit of the NTS over the lower
pressure tiers is that there is no need to add odorant (as this is absent on the NTS), so
there is an additional saving on operating costs.

4

For details see https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/low-emission-hgv-task-forcerecommendations-on-use-of-methane-and-biomethane-in-hgvs
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(d) Is innovative (ie not business as usual) and has an unproven business case
where the innovation risk warrants a limited Development or Demonstration
Project to demonstrate its effectiveness
To enable NGGT to deliver a connection service for under £1m and in less than one year
requires us to innovate at every step of the process. Key areas of innovation are:


Off Site Construction – Above Ground Installations: The duration of a
connection project from inception to delivery is an extremely significant
contributor to overall project costs. Therefore the project CLoCC concept is to
minimise below ground on site construction and move to above ground, skid
mounted units acceptable to Planning Authorities, which can be preassembled,
delivered to site, built, commissioned and tested in a very short timeframe. So far
in our global technology watch we have not found any products off the shelf that
operate at high pressure suitable for this task. The upfront assembly of an above
ground skid unit will allow the vast majority of work to be done offsite and we
would anticipate being able to undertake the physical site work within days rather
than months i.e. a plug and play system. The key benefits of this approach are1:
 Shorter build times; minimal requirement for civils work onsite
 Improved quality; Controlled build environment with all snagging and
testing completed offsite.
 Reduced environmental impacts; minimising excavations, land take and
risk of pollution. Waste will also be controlled offsite including hydrostatic
(pressure) test water.
 Less noise and local disruption
 Fewer operatives, machines and construction equipment onsite
 Reduced project costs
 Reduced health and safety risks by minimising work on site
Overall though this innovative technique, we would target at least a 50%
reduction in the mains works contractor costs, in addition to the other associated
benefits described above.
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Customer Visualisation: Reducing the processing time and directing customers
appropriately, we are aiming to develop a visual online portal that identifies the
best option based on grid co-ordinates and where possible removes the need to
undertake network analysis – typically the network analysis part of the
connection process can take up to 3 months and cost up to £25k. Implementing
the use of building information modelling (BIM) software within the visual online
portal - pegging datasets such as cost to 3D images will allow the customer to
visualise a suitable connection option.



Wireless Field Instrumentation/Telemetry: This technology enables the
quick and easy installation of instrumentation, reducing civil infrastructure costs
by eliminating the need to install instrumentation and electrical ducting across
sites. Examples include the Emerson Smart Wireless and WirelessHART
technology range which provide a suite of field instrumentation equipment which
can be installed wirelessly, without the need for cabling and associated civil
infrastructure and ducting. As a result of its wireless characteristic, this
technology also provides the flexibility and scalablility to expand or reduce the
system to meet customer needs.



Solar powered valve actuation: Paladon’s range of solar powered valve
actuator systems provide a self-contained actuation (power) solutions which
include solar panels and battery backup to meet individual valve actuation
requirements even with a period of up to 7 days without sunlight. Renewable
power sources for valve actuation eliminates costs in the region of £40k for
electrical grid connections and also reduces civil infrastructure costs by around
£10k by eliminating the need to install electrical ducting and draw pits across
sites.



Gas Quality: The initial global tech watch identified a number of innovative
solutions. The Emerson Cascade CT5800 utilises laser technology to detect up to
20 gases and is a compact gas chromatograph which requires no reference or
utility gas. This technology provides gas analysis within seconds as opposed to
the industry standard 4 minutes. The Gas PT from Orbital is a small compact
device which can be mounted directly to a sample probe and can be installed and
operated quickly and easily, with no additional infrastructure or civil works. The
Siemens SITRANS CV gas chromatograph has been specifically designed for
natural gas and bio-gas and has been developed to cope with extreme locations
such as off-shore platforms where it can be mounted directly on to pipework. A
conventional gas analyser (with all ancillary equipment) cost up to £250k,
whereas for novel solutions identified in the GTW, such as the Gas PT and
Cascade 5200, we would anticipate costs in the region of £50k.

As part of the Project CLoCC full GTW/best practice review we will be further exploring
the following areas identified in the initial GTW and focussing on innovative solutions for
the following:






Under pressure Connections (Hot Tap)
Flow monitoring / measurement
Gas Composition Analysis
Other treatments e.g. gas conditioning / clean up and compression.
Hub technologies e.g. solutions supplementary to those listed above that
are suitable for centralised processing and connection facilities where a
number of gas suppliers utilise a single facility to share the cost of
expensive equipment or a connection.
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The business case for NGGT is unproven as there is no direct financial benefit of NGGT
pursuing this project; connection are cost pass through - NGGT do not make any margin
and the connection is paid in full by the customer, therefore there is no direct benefit to
National Grid. From an overall customer perspective the business case is sound – with
potentially £100m of savings. However, it would be unattractive for an individual
customer to fund this project as there are a number of innovative risks which would
mean the timescales could not be guaranteed and not all aspects of the project would be
relevant to the specific customer. This is in addition to the increased costs of this project
compared to a conventional connection. Therefore this project enables NGGT to develop
standardised offerings and build an enhanced connection to prove that these challenging
goals are attainable. Without this project NGGT would continue to improve its processes
and engineering solutions, but on an incremental and customer specific basis, this
project provides NGGT with the opportunity to make a large leap forward that will benefit
customers and the wider gas industry. Additionally, NGGT do not have any regulatory
allowances to investigate and trial new approaches other than through the Network
Innovation Allowance (NIA) and Network Innovation Competition (NIC).
Upon successfully completion of Project CLoCC NGGT will continuously drive
improvements through ‘Performance Excellence’. Performance Excellence is about
changing the way we work, understanding and improving our end-to-end processes and
removing waste and blockers to deliver the best possible solutions for our customers.
Performance Excellence is a standard approach to finding better ways of working, to
improve the safety and service we give our customers and create value for stakeholders.
This approach enables employees to understand where they fit into, and their impact on,
our End to End Processes and provides a structure to identify opportunities to improve
the way we work.
Project CLoCC will be providing new connection options both commercially and
technically that will need to be managed closely by our connection team. As the project
is handed over into business as usual, the Performance Excellence approach will be
applied and if any blockers or process improvements are identified, options will be
considered and solutions deployed as appropriate. This drives a culture of learning from
best practice and a drive for continuous improvement for both our employees and
customers to ultimately drive efficiency and cost reduction to our processes.

(e) Involvement of other partners and external funding
The initial partner selection process started with the identification of priority themes
relating to gas transmission which would be suitable for the 2015 NIC submission.
A workshop was held where all of the different aspects of the gas transmission business
were represented (Asset Management, Market Operations, Safety, Sustainability and
Resilience, Capital Delivery, Transmission Network Services and RIIO Delivery) from
which ten themes were identified:











Unconventional gas
Outage minimisation
Zero emissions compressor station working towards a zero emissions NTS
Alternative pipelines materials and construction methods
Facilitation of highly flexible power plant
Full lifecycle management of materials
Information to end customer “best way to heat your house”
Third party interference
Asset health and intelligent asset management
Sensors/non-destructive testing
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These themes were published on the NGGT website and circulated via email to all the
NGGT innovation contacts and via LinkedIn. Ten proposals were received from various
innovation partners and these were compared and scored against the NIC criteria and
NGGT’s innovation strategy. This proposal was the successful candidate.
At this stage, the following three partners have been identified:
Premtech Limited: Premtech’s primary focus is to provide engineering, consultancy
and design management services for onshore pipeline and associated installation
projects of all sizes. As a UK-based SME Premtech are able to work closely with clients
which include almost all of the major UK Gas Distribution Network owners/operators as
well as NGGT. In addition to the professional services listed above Premtech have been
instrumental in delivering a number of innovation projects for NGGT, the most significant
of which being the Building Information Modelling (BIM) Demonstration project and the
Gas Robotic Agile Inspection Device (GRAID) Project. Other projects include renewable
Power for Installations, Pigtrap Door Seal Study and Direct Replacement Pre-heat
Package (DRPP).
Protech Limited: Is an engineering consultancy with experience of engineering projects
from the feasibility/conceptual stage through to the detailed design, with the majority
involving natural gas processing and transportation. Protech will bring process design
experience in unconventional gas field development, gas storage, gas treatment and biogas processing to the project.
Aqua Consultants: Aqua will provide commercial modelling, programming and develop
the web based engineering platform. Aqua Consultants, in conjunction with the water
utility companies, has been the sole consultant developing the software platforms for the
water industry. The development of these software platforms has been ongoing for the
last four years, culminating in the platforms being implemented as “business as usual.
Aqua has gained invaluable experience and knowledge from this development
programme; Furthermore, the Aqua team has wide experience in High Pressure gas
industry, with key team members having extensive knowledge of the National
Transmission System.
The diagram below illustrates the number of companies and organisations who are
involved in some way with this project. You will also note that there are stakeholder
letters of support in Appendix G.
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Figure 8 – High level stakeholder view

(f) Relevance and timing
Given the level of potential supplies of unconventional gas being forecast, it is important
that the project is started as soon as possible. The biomethane entry type of project is
very dependent on the level of the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) tariff it will receive.
The current form of this scheme provides a guaranteed income over a 20 year period
and unlike the Feed-in Tariff does not include any pre-accreditation process. Such
projects will therefore only secure the RHI tariff when gas flows commence.
Additionally, as annual budgets for the RHI are fixed, the actual level of the tariff offered
is subject to a quarterly degression mechanism which depends on the take up under the
scheme. It is therefore important for any biomethane project to secure its connection as
soon as possible and therefore the timing of this project is very important for these type
of project.
Similarly for the shale gas type of entry projects, it is imperative that a connections
regime is developed which will ensure that these type of project can be accommodated
in a timely manner so that a full assessment of the potential of any well can be made.
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Given current Government policy regarding emissions reductions and the commitment to
increase the energy security in the UK, it is clear that there will need to be a dependence
on these newer sources of gas. A number of the industry agreed Future Energy
Scenarios5 (FES) have a significant portion of indigenous gas (such as biomethane or
shale gas) being forecast to be needed to ensure that demand for gas can be met in the
UK into the future.

Figure 9 – Annual supply pattern in ‘Low Carbon Life’ scenario
The scenario above illustrates a definite increase in the percentage of demand satisfied
by onshore unconventional gas (mainly shale and bio-methane), demonstrating the need
for investment into the networks which will be responsible for transporting this gas
around the UK. Working closely with suppliers and those involved with writing the FES
will ensure that the project is at the forefront regarding prospective new and
unconventional gas supplies.
Future energy scenarios, combined with our customer research has identified there are
customers currently resorting to using gas in power generation projects due to the cost
and time of an NTS connection. Based on the above, there could be over 100 shale gas
connections over the next 20 years, on top of biomethane connections and vehicle
refuelling connections. Waiting any longer or trying to do this in an incremental way
through business as usual will result in lost opportunities and sub optimal projects.

5

http://www2.nationalgrid.com/UK/Industry-information/Future-of-Energy/Future-Energy-Scenarios/
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Section 5: Knowledge dissemination
5.1. Learning generated
This project will deliver significant opportunity for knowledge dissemination across NGGT
and the gas distribution networks as summarised below:
Global technology watch: The CLoCC project team have undertaken a global review of
the technologies associated with connecting on to the National Transmission System, this
includes conducting research on potential unconventional gas types and customers. The
review contains a detailed and systematic analysis, not only of standard equipment
found on connections but also novel equipment which, although not yet approved by
Ofgem, has the potential to radically reduce the cost associated with a simple connection
which in turn can be disseminated amongst the distribution networks and developers.
New standards and processes: These will be designed specifically for the connection
of unconventional gas into (or new types of offtake from) the NTS. It is envisaged that
there will be aspects of the project which will be directly applicable to the more
conventional customers of the NTS and therefore the project should also have benefits
for these types of customer. The new ways of working which the project will establish
may also provide input into other activities on the gas transportation system such as for
diversions or for maintenance activities.
Standardised connection regime: An outcome from our initial bid preparation market
research has emphasised that it would be much easier for potential customers if there
was consistency applied across all the Gas Networks (particularly regarding the
standards needed for gas injection, the timelines and costs for connections) as this is not
currently the case. This project seeks to challenge current industry standards and
innovatively lead the way for all network licensees.
Standardised designs: The project will produce ‘off-the-shelf’ standardised designs for
connections that can be used regardless of the customer, size of connection or type of
gas. These will be developed through a full design process that incorporates a number of
challenge and reviews and appraisals, ensuring that the solution is appropriate for a
range of situations. A standardised approach to designing connections should also make
managing them easier. Operations and maintenance staff would benefit from working
with the same arrangements on each site that are designed with consideration paid to
the maintenance required and functionality expected. Working on the code compliance
alongside the technical elements allows the project to test the boundaries of the current
process, assessing where technical innovations can be made that possibly weren’t
considered prior to this. Meaning that flexible and scalable solutions can be developed
that would fundamentally change the approach to a connection. Current connections on
the NTS are not designed to grow or shrink dependent on demand but this project will
trial a solution that can do this to fully understand the benefits along with any limitations
that may be associated with it.
Customer confidence: Along with increasing the knowledge of those who work closely
with the NTS this project will look to assist customers, particularly those with little gas
knowledge, connect onto the network. Being able to select a preferred method of
connecting would allow them to assess the most appropriate connection for both their
requirements and their budget. Small customers have many barriers when connecting
onto a gas network, a number of these can be alleviated by removing some of the design
challenges and providing a wider number of options we can assist them in identifying the
optimum solution. This may give customers more time and resources that can be
dedicated to other tasks such as tailoring the design for their chosen site or connection
method. Not only does this increase the customer’s confidence but it would also give the
gas transporters further assurance that the designs will be suitable for the connection
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requested. Outside of the typical connection the project is also due to explore a technical
solution that would solve or at least mitigate the issue of smaller customers being unable
to get gas to the NTS due to the high costs and timescales in comparison to their gas
flow rates and expected benefits. A ‘hub or ‘collector system’ will be fully detailed which
would potentially allow the cost to be shared amongst multiple parties, the learning from
this could lead to the development of real ‘hub’ sites in the future.
It is anticipated that the knowledge gained from the project will be directly of benefit to
all the gas transporters, particularly with respect to their higher pressure networks,
therefore the project will ensure that all the learning is shared openly and proactively
with the gas distribution networks particularly where they are facing similar commercial
and technical challenges.
Alongside these benefits there are a number of ways in which the project can aid the
wider gas industry going forward. Through training and documentation the project can
provide further industry knowledge, both from customers and international partners, as
to what future gas types can be expected on the network. These connections can be
used for potentially any homogenous connection regardless of the gas origins or the size
of the pipe and carrying out this design work for high pressure pipelines will undoubtedly
offer a better understanding of how connections could be provided faster and at a lower
cost for lower pressure pipelines around the UK. This could have an impact not only on
new customer connections but also on maintenance, diversions and other operations that
require either a permanent or temporary connection onto a feeder.
A number of stakeholders, both internal and external to NGGT will have an interest in
the project data, knowledge and learning which falls out of this NTS connections project,
these will include:

















Premtech
Protech
Aqua Consultants
IGEM (Institute of Gas Engineers and Managers)
All Gas Distribution Networks – [the learning from this innovation project can
potentially benefit not only the UK lower pressure distribution networks but also
gas networks globally]
Gas shippers
Existing NTS customers
Ofgem
GIGG (Gas Innovation Governance Group)
The Energy Networks Association
NGGT staff, contractors and Direct Service Developers and Manufacturers
Office of Unconventional Gas and Oil (OUGO)
All Party Parliamentary Group on Unconventional Oil and Gas (APPG)
Anaerobic Digestion & Biogas Association (ABDA)
UKOOG (UK Onshore Oil and Gas)

5.2. Learning dissemination
Ultimate responsibility for knowledge dissemination and learning will lie with the Project
Manager and the project team. As such the project manager will produce a sound
communications plan which will include knowledge and learning dissemination
procedures both internally and externally. In addition to this, the three prominent
partner companies (Premtech, Protech and Aqua Consultants) will also have a role and
will contribute to the dissemination of knowledge as well as learning from the project.
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Learning dissemination will be extensively laid out in the Project Communications Plan
which will be written by the Project Manager as part of the comprehensive Project Plan.
This will include:




Challenge and review sessions with the distribution networks: From our
initial engagement with the distribution networks we are seeing an increased
interest in connections at higher pressures. We aim to hold a challenge and
review session following the completion of each project stage as follows:
-

Stage 1 completion challenge and review – 19/07/2016

-

Stage 2 completion challenge and review – 24/04/2017

-

Stage 3 completion challenge and review – 04/04/2018

Networking events/industry conferences/seminars: Specific events which
the project team will attend and potentially present to are:
-

IGEM Section Events (Presentations) – Various dates during 2016/17

-

PIG Section Events (Presentations) – Various dates during 2016/17

-

Low Carbon Networks & Innovations Conference – 24-26 November 2016

-

Shale World UK Event – 18th May 2016

-

Project CLoCC hosted events - Various dates during 2016/17
Specific publications which the project manager will target are:





-

Gi Magazine – IGEM

-

PE (Professional Engineering) Magazine – IMECHE

-

Pipeline and Gas journal

-

Pipeline Industries Guild (PIG)

Web based sharing techniques: A project Website will be developed and
launched. This will allow the facility for all interested parties (both internal and
external) to register their interest in the project. An update newsletter will be
released and published on the website every 6 months. This update will report
project progress, risk/issues, key findings to date and news of any event where
the project will potentially be presented.

5.3. IPR
The project will conform to the default IPR arrangements set out in section 9 of the NIC
Governance Document (publication date 2nd April 2015).
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Section 6: Project Readiness
6.1 - Evidence as to why the project can start in a timely manner
Both NGGT and its partner companies Premtech, Protech and Aqua Consultants have
carried out a number of activities to ensure that Project CLoCC is ready in terms of
project management procedures. The following management systems and preparatory
work has already been implemented:
Customer Engagement: As previously noted, connections to the NTS were generally
required to support large sized projects which would be either entering or off-taking gas
over a long period of time. More recently however, customers are now approaching
NGGT with a view to connecting much smaller or shorter term projects to the NTS.
NGGT has undertaken a small survey to enable us to find out what aspects of the
connections process is of value to these projects whilst capturing feedback regarding
issues with the existing NTS connection process This has therefore enabled us to gauge
interest in changes being developed to the NTS connections regime and particular
customer’s requirement which could then feed into project development in order to make
it more appealing to these projects and consequently has provided additional justification
for this Innovation project being proposed.
A questionnaire was designed (Appendix E) to enable us to compare the number and the
needs of the different projects which may wish to connect to a Gas Transporter over the
next 5 to 10 years. Telephone interviews were held with potential customers who were
generally developers of either biomethane or shale gas projects. In addition, the views
of a leading consultancy (involved in helping bring such projects to market) and of a
trade association were also sought. As part of the questionnaire, we considered what
aspects of a connection to a Gas network would be important to potential customers.
Here is a summary of the findings showing the importance they attached to each of the
various criteria as an overall average score where 5 is most important and 1 is least
important:

Customer Values Summary
Time to complete the connection

4.9

Cost of Connection

4.5

Scalability of any connection solution

4.1

Website tool to help decide on connection options

3.8

Application fees needed throughout the process

3.6

Gas quality issues or any operational constraints

3.6

Ease of the process of bringing gas to market

3.5

Financing arrangements – owned outright/leasing

3.4

Customer interface (single point of contact)

3.4
0

1

2

3

4

5
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Figure 11 – Customer values graph
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From this summary it is apparent that the interviewees felt that the time and the cost
were the two most important aspects of a connection for their type of projects. For the
biomethane type of projects (which are reliant on funding mechanisms under the
Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI)), the timeliness or more precisely the predictability of
the time for any connection was paramount as the tariff under the RHI is only secured
once gas flows commence. Additionally, as annual budgets for the RHI are fixed, the
Government needs to ensure that the scheme stays within budget and therefore the
actual level of the tariff offered is subject to a quarterly digression mechanism which
depends on the take up under the scheme. It is understood that the current form of the
RHI is only agreed until April 2016 and therefore the development of any biomethane
projects in future will be dependent on the exact form of the scheme in future and the
potential level of the tariffs.
Interviewees also felt that the scalability of any connection solution was an important
feature. Currently the connection assets are designed to cater for the full production
flow rates of any project and the cost and complexity of the connection are driven by
these full production figures. However, the cost and timescale to support this can be
prohibitive if it is not entirely certain whether the project will progress or that it will
indeed produce gas at the initially conceived rate. Therefore a connection process which
could be scalable as the project progresses and grows would allow the exploratory
phases of projects to be supported at a reasonable cost level before the commitment to
support full production levels was needed to be made.
For projects which have already established where they wish to connect, the potential to
offer a website tool to aid the process was not seen to be that important. However, for
projects which are still at the exploratory phase (or indeed to support any future project
developments), interviewees were very interested in this option as they saw that it
would be a very useful facility to help them through the process.
Interviewees generally felt that the customer values which had been identified as part of
the questionnaire covered most of the aspects of a connection which was of importance
to them. However, one interviewee noted that it would be much easier for potential
customers if there was consistency applied across all the gas networks (particularly
regarding the standards needed for gas injection, the timelines and costs for
connections) as this was not currently the case. As one of the benefits of any project
undertaken under the Network Innovation Competition is to facilitate the generation of
knowledge which can be exchanged between Network Licensees, we see the
development of such standardisation relating to the approach to connections as being a
direct benefit of undertaking this project.
All parties interviewed were interested in the outcome of the potential project and
several parties were willing to work with NGGT as part of the Innovation project.
Distribution Network Engagement: Distributed Gas6 is a term used by the DNs to
cover coal bed methane, shale gas and biomethane. Each DN has its own
documentation relating to how it will connect such gas (some DNs only consider biomethane) and these broadly align. They follow an approach which was jointly developed
by the DNs in 2012 as part of Ofgem’s Energy Market Issue for Bio-methane Projects7.

6

The definition of Distributed Gas in St Sp C D20 is given as “means gas that is injected into the network by
means of a connection to the distribution network of the licensee that is not an NTS exit point (within the
meaning of the UNC)”
7
For details of the functional specification for injection of bio-methane into a GDN of see
http://www.gasgovernance.co.uk/sites/default/files/EMIB%20Appendix%203%20%20Functional%20Specification.pdf
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As part of the NIC bid development NGGT has held initial meetings with National Grid
Gas Distribution, SGN, Wales & West Utilities and Northern Gas Networks between the
18th May and the 18th June. In these meetings we went through a structured
questionnaire to understand their processes, costs, technologies and demand for
biomethane/shale/biogas type projects onto the distribution network. This activity has
also enabled NGGT to understand whether or how the learning from this innovation
project would be of help to the distribution network and sharing our intentions as part of
Project CLoCC. In these discussions there was significant interest from all the networks
in the solutions we intend to develop that they could potentially utilise.
We have letters of support from each of the GDNs, and all would like to be kept up date
of project developments and to be engaged over the life cycle of the project. The Project
CLoCC bid team will be presenting and participating in a workshop with the GDNs on
connecting renewables to the gas grids as part of the Low Carbon Networks and
Innovation (LCNI) conference in Liverpool in November 2015. Over the project lifecycle,
the programme of works will involve specific engagement with the GDNs at stage gates
and will also be considered as part of the wider communications plan and knowledge
dissemination strategy.
The Distribution Networks will be consulted throughout the entire lifecycle of the project.
There will be an initial opportunity for the Distribution Networks during the first
challenge and review session planned for 19/07/2016.
These challenge and reviews sessions will be structured as a 1/2 day workshop where all
the Distribution Networks will be invited. We will present our information of each stage
and offer up the chance for the Networks to challenge/comment. The product of these
sessions will subsequently feed into the following stages of the project and contribute to
the overall dissemination of learning amongst the Network Licensees.
Global Tech Watch (GTW): The CLoCC project team have undertaken a global
technology watch of the technologies associated with connecting on to NTS, this includes
conducting research on potential unconventional gas types and customers.
The purpose of a GTW is to ensure that there are no existing solutions and therefore
prevent unnecessary duplication of solutions. Premtech have undertaken the GTW by
carrying out a detailed analysis of technology that may already exist that could be used
for all aspects of the initial scope.
Initial scope:













Gas Types.
Modular Skids for Gas Processing.
Customer Engagement.
Methods of Connecting to Gas Networks in the UK.
Hot Tapping
Flow Monitoring Equipment.
Analysers and Gas Quality Equipment.
Processing Skid Arrangements.
Hot Taps.
Gas Conditioning Processes.
Gas Compressors.
Gas Filtration Equipment.

The review contains a detailed and systematic analysis, not only of standard equipment
found on connections but also novel equipment which, although not yet approved by
Ofgem, has the potential to radically reduce the cost associated with a simple
connection. The below summarises the Technology and Market Review process:
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 Scope the extent of the review; define the requirements for the equipment.
 Meet with vendors, manufacturers, suppliers and customers.
 Collect data via multiple sources: using online searches, appropriate journals,
standards and equipment catalogues.
 Review and compare the equipment, establishing where there are possible
knowledge gaps and where the technological trends are heading.
 Collate the data into a logical format, introducing comparison tables and
matrices where appropriate.
Network Innovation Allowance Projects: Premtech have also worked with NGGT on
a number of Network Innovation Allowance (NIA) projects which support the installation
of new connections on the NTS. The four projects outlined below detail innovative ways
to reduce both the cost and time associated with new connections onto the NTS. These
NIA projects have funding and will have produced quantifiable results that will be
available for use during the first stage of this NIC project.
i. Building Information Modelling (BIM): BIM is a method of attaching critical data and
parameters to design assets to provide significant savings in terms of cost,
programme and carbon. Currently NGGT are looking to utilise BIM on major
construction projects following the success of the ‘BIM Phase 1’ and ‘BIM Phase 2’
projects undertaken with Premtech and other partners. Utilising BIM correctly for
these standardised models should improve the process for both the customer and
NGGT, allowing savings to be
passed on to the end user.
Models can be quickly
generated from supplier 3D
models allowing customers to
quickly see the arrangements
in photorealistic 3D where
required. With the
information stored within the
BIM mode the data can be
used to optimise the design
and reduce the sizes of
overall arrangements thus
potentially reducing the
overall space requirements of
the design.
ii. NTS Block Valve Connections: NGGT, Premtech and Aqua Consultants are currently
working on an NIA project addressing the feasibility of smaller customers connecting
to block valves on the NTS through a standardised connection arrangement. This has
allowed for key stakeholders within the company to be engaged and brought
together to challenge the feasibility of using these connections in the future. A risk
report has been developed along with a comparison matrix detailing the key criteria
associated with a connection. This project has allowed the team to identify certain
pieces of equipment within a typical connection that may not be required in a
standardised design. Whilst this project is ongoing it has justified the base concept
for the NIC as standardised designs for connecting onto the NTS have been proven to
be feasible. A number of strategy reports regarding mitigating issues associated with
introducing extra equipment onto current Above Ground Installations (AGI’s) are
being generated and these will be completed prior to the NIC start date.
iii. Gas Quality Study for NTS Unconventional Gas Supplies: It has become apparent
that the process successfully used for conventional connections will not necessarily
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be the most efficient or effective for unconventional gas customers (e.g. biomethane
or shale). The four key challenges to the current process are:
1. Long timeline.
2. Minimum flow rate.
3. Oxygen content.
4. Gas quality Blending
New learning and innovation will from undertaking this NIA lie in:
 Providing clarity on the requirement for a commingling sample point to be 20
pipe diameters downstream from the injection point
 Investigating whether gas really needs to be sampled from the centre third of
the pipe
 Determining if it is possible to extend the oxygen exemption limit for
unconventional gases to 1 mol% for NTS entry
 Establish if the minimum flow rate is currently appropriate in the light of
potential small unconventional gas connections
iv.

Renewable Power Trial Demonstration: NGGT are working with Premtech and a
number of other Partners on the NIA Project ‘Renewable Power Trial Demonstration’
which has been looking to demonstrate how renewable technologies can be
harnessed to create operational sites which allow for operation of both valves and
telemetry, solely utilising the power produced on site. The focus of the project was
looking at attaining power to remote block valves that will allow valves to be
controlled remotely utilising renewable power. The kiosk designed utilises a number
of solar panels (dependent on the geographical location) and a wind turbine to
generate power, the first one has been constructed, installed and is due to be tested
over the next year. The most
important results for the trial will be
available in the winter months of 2015
and these can be used to assess the
feasibility of supplying these kiosks as
an alternative to the traditional
electrical connection. Another benefit
of the kiosks for these short-term
connection solutions is that,
dependent on the geographical
location and power demands on site,
they can be moved from one
connection to another should it be
required

Further NIA Developments - As part of our NIA and NIC knowledge dissemination
activities, we exhibited at Utility Week Live and met representatives from EBRI,
(European Bioenergy Research Institute) from Aston University. We discussed potential
collaborations in support of Project CLoCC and have since had two meetings to scope out
an NIA project which would run alongside Project CLoCC, if successful. In essence this
project would look to provide a decision support tool for unconventional gas customers
to assess whether a NTS connections is the most suitable option for their proposed
development. The tool would be flexible to take information and data in a variety of
different forms and units such that a wide range of customers can make use of it with
terminology they are familiar with. The tool would also allow the customer access to a
geospatial mapping tool within the CLoCC Visual Online Portal, which would indicate
areas of the UK best suited to connections of various types. As Project CLoCC progresses
we will continue to identify opportunities for further add-ons to complement the aims of
this project.
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Risk Register: A Risk & Opportunities workshop has been held with all the project
partners. The meeting follows a set format, which addresses all of the internal and
external influences that could affect the cost and delivery of the project. The output of
the risk workshop is a P50 risk value which has been added to the project costings. The
objective of the Risk workshop is to create a risk register which lists the significant cost
and schedule risks that may have an impact on the successful delivery of the project.
Specifically to this project, the key risks identified as having a potential time and cost
impact include:










Potential for scope creep/changes to scope definition - minor changes within
design and skid unit manufacture.
Incorporation of new technology and introduction of non-Ofgem approved
equipment.
Potential for a lack of specialist knowledge for working within unconventional gas
types.
Potential for software interface issues between the software solution and existing
NGGT software or due to changes to the NGGT IS policy.
Problems during testing and validation of the skid units.
Integration of different technology, vendors and control systems.
Potential for site specific issues (power supply etc.) leading to additional
requirements on skid units.
Potential for commercial modification proposals does not receive industry and/or
Ofgem support.
Failure/delay to delivery of key materials and equipment.

Individual costs have been discussed relating to the minimum, most likely and maximum
cost outcomes for each particular risk. Risk mitigation measures have been identified in
order to reduce both the commercial and schedule impacts on the project.
Forecasted costs: Detailed project costs can be found in Appendix A. Project partner
costs have been reviewed and challenged by NGGT in line with the defined scope of
work. NGGT costs have been forecast based on estimated man hours required to support
the project.
Project Programme: Detailed project programme can be found in Appendix C. The
project will be assured and assisted by the NGGT Project Management Office (PMO) and
the Project Manager will report directly to the Project Sponsor. The project team’s
organisation structure, showing lines of reporting can be found in Appendix H. One of the
key criteria for building a robust Project Plan was in the selection of the relevant project
participants and the forming of a competent project team.
The Project has been presented internally to the NGGT investment committee and
approval to proceed has been received. As part of the proposal, NGGT has ensured that
all members of the Project Team can commence project work in February 2016, are
aligned to the specific project deliverables and are able to commit to and meet their
scope of work and defined outputs. The work schedules have been developed together
with Premtech, Protech and Aqua Consultants to ensure the project will start in a timely
manner as detailed in the project programme at Appendix C.
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6.2 Evidence of how the costs and benefits have been estimated
There is a comprehensive study of projected costs is in Appendix A. Premtech are on the
design framework for NGGT due to their competitive pricing. Having been involved with
NIA and NIC projects before, Premtech can lean on experience to ensure the delivery of
the project occurs as expected. Preliminary work carried out in the GTW has identified
industry best practice and allows for an estimation of manufacturing and materials costs
to be developed.

6.3 Evidence of the measures a Network Licensee will employ to minimise the
possibility of cost overruns or shortfalls in Direct Benefits
Project assurance methods such as earned value management techniques, and benefits
analysis methods will be utilised throughout the project lifecycle in order to forecast
project health in terms of cost and time overruns. A stage gate review approach will be
adopted. Three stage gate reviews will be held following the completion of each project
stage, these stage gate reviews will follow on from the three programmed stakeholder
challenge and review sessions:
-

Stage 1 – July 2016

-

Stage 2 – April 2017

-

Stage 3 – April 2018

At each gate review these project assurance methods will produce results and those
results will shape decisions regarding the future of the project. Through the stage-gated
process, programme and costings will be challenged and reviewed, should the project
not reach expected output at any given point then the process will be stopped.
It is expected that the key equipment utilised within the innovation connection solution
will be sourced through a competitive process. The project management, equipment,
procurement, assembly, fabrication and testing of the skids will be performed by Protech
with assistance from other group companies.
When seeking potential supply chain partners, Protech will typically approach 3 suppliers
in order to ensure that the best value price currently available within the marketplace is
received. A full technical package will be compiled by the engineering team for issue to
the supplier. A technical bid evaluation (TBE) against the equipment specification will be
carried out by the engineering team and any discrepancies will be queried with the
vendor. A commercial bid evaluation is also performed by the commercial team to
ensure alignment with project objectives and terms and conditions (T&Cs). Once
compliant bids are established, the most technically and commercially compliant bid will
be selected and an order placed if commercial terms are suitable.

6.4 A verification of all information included in the proposal
The project team has worked closely with NGGT finance to verify all financial data for
past NTS connection projects in order to substantiate the project benefits. All distribution
network information contained within the proposal is a direct output from our initial
distribution network engagement interviews and can be verified as correct.
An Irregular Submission Assurance Report has been produced under Licence Condition
A55/B23 – Data Assurance Requirements (DAG) which includes a DAG risk and impact
assessment for this submission.
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6.5 How the project plan would still deliver learning in the event that the take up
of low carbon technologies and renewable energy in the Trial area is lower than
anticipated in the submission
The business case for this project stands in the event that the output from the trial area
is lower than expected as the modular, off the shelf solutions may well be suitable for
many other industrial concepts. The proposed process changes will still deliver learning
across the whole of gas transmission and distribution with the aim of providing a unified
and standardised approach to system connections.

6.6 The processes in place to identify circumstances where the most appropriate
course of action will be to suspend the project, pending permission from Ofgem
that it can be halted
Throughout this project NGGT will employ Association of Project Management sanctioned
methods and procedures for analysing the health of the project in terms of time, budget
and quality. If, at any point during each of the three stages, the project management
assurance techniques of Earned Value Management for example highlights that the
project is in a poor state of health, the Project Sponsor will lay out the best course of
action.
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Section 7: Regulatory issues
It is not considered that the project will require any derogation, license consent or
license exemption. Consequently, there are no regulatory hurdles to the project
commencing or completing on the desired timescales.
There is currently no perceived long term regulatory impact as a result of this project.
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Section 8: Customer Impact
The project will not have a direct impact on customer’s premises nor is it planned to
cause any interruptions to supplies. The project does not require any customer
disconnections or interruptions during the installation and/or testing of the connection
solution.
There are no identifiable indirect customer impacts as a result of this project.
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Section 9: Successful Delivery Reward Criteria (SDRCs)
Genuine actions linked to outputs of the project with a realistic and challenging
deadline, e.g. milestones and criteria must be SMART (Specific, Measurable,
Achievable, Relevant and Timely).
Project CLoCC is set over 3 clear stages. In the following section we set out criteria (9.1
– 9.8) which take place throughout these 3 stages and state the evidence we propose
Ofgem should use to assess performance against the criterion.
Successful Delivery
Reward Criteria
9.1 - Knowledge,
Learning &
Dissemination
Strategy.

9.2 - Production
and release of
internal and
external process
change document.

SMART Measures


Deliver project website.



Facility to register interest in website
implemented.



Deliver Project Communications Plan



Deficiencies and Limitations with
Transmission
Legislation/Standards/Codes and
specifications identified and documented.



Deficiencies and Limitations with
distribution Legislation/Standards/Codes
and specifications identified and
documented.



Production of a full report identifying
commercial and regulatory impacts to
the project and proposed changes to
processes.

Completion
Date

01/04/2016

30/09/2016

[NTS and DN identification aiming to
streamline and standardise processes]
9.3 - Visual online
portal prototype
available for test.

9.4 - Completion of
detailed
connection
solution designs.

9.5 – Live
customer online



Existing site as-built data classified and
pegged with supplementary data.



Visual Online portal prototype tested.



Buildability and maintainability study
complete for three standard designs.



Detailed drawing pack issued.



End-to-end functionality testing
complete.

12/12/2016

12/02/2018

17/07/2018
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portal available.

9.6 – Online tests
of connection
solution complete.



User functionality testing complete.



Live customer online portal available.



Factory acceptance testing of connection
skid equipment complete.



Connection skid transported to
designated test site.



Construction and installation of
connection skid complete.



Commissioning/Online tests of
connection skid complete.



As-built drawings and H&S file complete
and returned to NG.



Stage 3 completion report issued.



Final Stakeholder challenge and review
session held.



Full final Project CLoCC application pack
issued to NG for implementation into
business as usual.



Production of a detailed final report to
close down the project – this will include
project findings, knowledge and learning
generated for distribution as per the
dissemination strategy [SDRC 9.1]

01/08/2018

9.7 - Full
connections
handover pack
issued to NG.

9.8 – Project
evaluation and
final report

29/10/2018

29/10/2018
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Section 10: List of Appendices
Appendix A – Full Submission Spreadsheet

Appendix B – NIC Benefits table

Appendix C – Project Programme

Appendix D – Project Risk Management Plan

Appendix E – Sample Customer Engagement Questionnaire

Appendix F – Sample Distribution Network Engagement Questionnaire

Appendix G – Letters of Support

Appendix H - Project Team Organogram
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Appendix A – Full Submission Spreadsheet
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Appendix B – NIC Benefits table
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KEY
Method
Method 1
Method 2
Method 3

Method name
Project CLoCC – Customer Low Cost Connections
[Insert method names here]
[Insert method names here]

Gas NIC – financial benefits
Financial benefit (£m)
Scale

Method

Method
Cost

Base
Case
Cost

Post-trial
solution
(individual
deployment)

Method
1

£100

£200

Method
2

Method
3

Licensee scale
If applicable,
indicate the
number of
relevant sites on
the Licensees’
network.

Method
1
Method
2

Benefit
2020

2030

2050

£6

£74

£100

Notes
Over 32 years the estimated financial
savings are £100m. These are realistic
figures based on an approximate saving of
£1m per NTS connection. The estimated
benefits however could be significantly
higher if there were more connections to
the NTS than the number used as a basis
for this estimate.
The number of connections over the period
has been calculated as a profile based on
Low Carbon Life from the National Grid
Future Energy Scenarios (FES).
The above figures represent the net
financial savings if Project CLoCC delivers
connections anywhere on the NTS.

Method
3
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Cross-references
Financial benefits are stated
within section 4(b) of the NIC
proposal document. In short
they are based on:
-

100 connections over the
next 20 years.

-

Approximately £1m
saving per connection.

GB rollout scale
If applicable,
indicate the
number of
relevant sites on
the GB network.

The net financial benefits could be higher if
the learning from Project CLoCC was
utilised on the LTS network and similar
financial savings were realised. However, it
is not possible to calculate exact savings at
this time as it is not known whether this
approach to unconventional gas
connections will be adopted by the UK
distribution networks.

Method
1
Method
2
Method
3

Gas NIC – carbon and/ or environmental benefits

Scale
Post-trial
solution
(individual
deployment)

Method

Method
Cost

Method
1

82.42

Method
2

Method
3

Licensee scale
If applicable,

Method
1

Carbon and/ or environmental benefit (MtCO2e)
Base Case
2020
2030 2050
Notes
Cost
The Base case cost is calculated
0
0.21
34.58 82.42 using a base cost of (0) assuming
the continued importation of
LNG, none of which is substituted
by indigenous supplies.
The Method cost estimates total
savings equal to 88.74 Mts CO2e
over a 20 year period. Assuming
the Low Carbon Life Scenario,
indigenous shale replaces LNG
imports and a profile with the
associated carbon savings has
been applied across the period.

The above figures represent the
total environmental savings if
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Cross-references
Environmental benefits
are analysed in detail in
section 4 (a) of the NIC
proposal document. In
short they are:
Assumed that
shale supplies
could reach up to
32 bcm by 2030
and displace LNG
imports.
Carbon
estimation based
on 5g CO2e saving
per mega joule of
natural gas.

indicate the
number of
relevant sites on
the Licensees’
network.

Method
2

GB rollout scale
If applicable,
indicate the
number of
relevant sites on
the GB network.

Method
1

Project CLoCC delivers
connections anywhere on the
NTS.

Method
3

The environmental benefits could
be higher if the learning from
Project CLoCC was utilised on the
LTS network and similar CO2
savings were realised. However,
it is not possible to calculate
exact savings at this time as it is
not known whether this approach
to unconventional gas
connections will be adopted by
the UK distribution networks.

Method
2

Method
3

If applicable,
indicate any
environmental
benefits which
cannot be
expressed as
MtCO2e.

Post-trial solution: [Explain any environmental benefits which
cannot be expressed as MtCO2e]

Licensee scale: [Explain any environmental benefits which cannot
be expressed as MtCO2e]

GB rollout scale: [Explain any environmental benefits which
cannot be expressed as MtCO2e]
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Appendix C – Project Programme
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Appendix D – Project Risk Management Plan
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National Grid 2015 Network Innovation Competition (NIC) - A New Approach To NTS
Connections Project Risk & Opportunity Workshop Number 1 - 10/06/15

Appendix A - Risk & Opportunity Register

Risk / Opp
ID

R-001

Risk / Opp Name

Potential for Scope Creep / Changes to
Scope Definition (i.e. Additional Project
Requirements) - Major Changes.

Risk or
Opportunity

Risk / Opp
Status

Area of Project

Risk / Opp Description
(Cause and Effect)

Pre Mitigated Risk / Opp Qualitative Impact Scores
Probability
Impact

Schedule
Impact

Commercial
Impact

Schedule
Impact Score

Commercial
Impact Score

There is a risk that there could be additions to the Functionality of
what is required on each type of Connection, changes to Customer
requirements, or, an increase to the number of Connection Types etc.
that are all classed as Major changes.
Risk

Open

Project Delivery

1

0

0

0

0

Note - this is influenced by future Energy requirements.
There is a potential for NG to fund Major changes that would not be
covered within the agreed NIC Scope (if deemed beneficial by NG).
Major changes are deemed to be a Business Risk so opened for
monitoring only.

R-002

Potential for Scope Creep / Changes to
Scope Definition (i.e. Additional Project
Requirements) - Minor Changes within
Design and Skid Unit Manufacture Section.

R-003

Potential for Scope Creep / Changes to
Scope Definition (i.e. Additional Project
Requirements) - Minor Changes within
Software Solution and Regulatory Review.

R-004

Impact of National Grid Block Valve Policy
and Functionality.

R-005

Impact of National Grid Gas Quality
Requirements.

Risk

Risk

Risk

Risk

Open

Open

Open

Open

There is a risk that there could be additions to the Functionality of
what is required on each type of Connection, a change in estimated
Equipment Size due to Process Conditions (due to Flows, Pressure
etc.), the potential for additional Process Equipment that are not
Project Delivery
currently identified, changes to Customer requirements, issues with
Lead Times, or, an increase to the number of Connection Types etc.
that are all currently classed as Minor changes within the Design and
Skid Unit Manufacture Section.

There is a risk that there could be additions to the Functionality of
what is required on each type of Connection, a change in estimated
Equipment Size due to Process Conditions (due to Flows, Pressure
etc.), the potential for additional Process Equipment that are not
Project Delivery
currently identified, changes to Customer requirements, issues with
Lead Times, or, an increase to the number of Connection Types etc.
that are all currently classed as Minor changes within the Software
Solution and Regulatory Review.

Project
Outcomes

Project Delivery

3

5

5

15

15

Potential for Additional Existing Block Valve
Arrangements that have not been Assessed
by the Project to Date.

Open

If all of the existing Block Valve Arrangements haven't been included
within the Project there could be additional requirements if Works are
required at one of the Sites not included.
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Probability
Impact

Schedule
Impact

Commercial
Impact

Schedule
Impact Score

Commercial
Impact Score

Ongoing through Project.

1

0

0

0

0

Project Team

Ongoing through Project.

2

2

3

4

6

Project Team

Ongoing through Project.

3

1

1

3

3

2

2

10

10

0

0

0

0

0

1. Clarify the current NG Policy regarding the future
for the use of Block Valves within the NTS.

Robert Earl

Ongoing through Project.

0

0

0

0

0

Robert Earl

Ongoing through Project.

1

1

1

1

1

Project Team

Ongoing through Project.

0

0

0

0

0

Note - the is no direct impact to the progress of the Project but this is

Project Delivery

Project Team

Post Mitigated Risk / Opp Qualitative Impact Scores

5

3

1

1

3

3

1. Clarify the current NG Policy regarding Gas
Quality.
2. Monitor the outcomes of current NIA concerning
Gas Quality.

2

1

1

2

2

1. Physical Site Surveys will establish the full level of
requirements.

There is a potential for a change in the Level of Monitoring Equipment
that is required, leading to a potential cost reduction (i.e. Analyser
change etc.).
At present only a sample of all of the Block Valve Arrangements have
been collated to form the basis of the Generic Designs.
Risk

1. Hold Challenge and Review Workshops.
2. Ensure the development of a fully defined scope
with the NIA proposal.
3. Ensure the involvement of all Key Stakeholders at
key times.
4. Ensure early engagement with potential
Customers to explore Requirements / Demand
Levels etc.

Risk / Opp Mitigation
Action Status

1. Hold Challenge and Review Workshops.
2. Ensure the development of a fully defined scope
with the NIA proposal.
3. Ensure the involvement of all Key Stakeholders at
key times.
4. Ensure early engagement with potential
Customers to explore Requirements / Demand
Levels etc.
5. Ensure the use of a full Stage-Gated Project
approach.
6. Continued Risk Workshop Reviews during the
Project to manage issues.

This would only impact on Entry into the Grid.

R-006

1. Hold Challenge and Review Workshops.
2. Ensure the development of a fully defined scope
with the NIA proposal.
3. Ensure the involvement of all Key Stakeholders at
key times.
4. Ensure early engagement with potential
Customers to explore Requirements / Demand
Levels etc.
5. Ensure the use of a full Stage-Gated Project
approach.
6. Continued Risk Workshop Reviews during the
Project to manage issues.

Risk / Opp Mitigation
Action Owner/s

5. Ensure the use of a full Stage-Gated Project
approach.
6. Continued Risk Workshop Reviews during the
Project to manage issues.

There is a risk that the NG Policy regarding the future planned use of
Block Valve may impact the Project.

deemed as key to the successful outcome of the Project - open for
monitoring.
There is a risk that the NG Policy regarding Gas Quality may impact
the Project and could lead to a change within the Project Scope (in
terms of changes to the currently planned Generic Designs) as Gas
Quality is not currently part of the Project Scope.

Risk / Opp Mitigation Actions

1. Hold Challenge and Review Workshops.
2. Ensure the involvement of all Key Stakeholders at
key times.
3. The Project is to be managed by National Grid to
existing National Grid standards,
including the development of a full Project
Management Plan - Quality Control,

R-007

Interface Issues between Project Partners.

Risk

Open

Project Delivery

There is the potential for delay / additional cost due to delays in
Information Flows, interface issues etc.

4

3

2

12

8

Compliance, Comms Strategy etc. There will be a
full Project Organigram developed,
including Clear and Defined Roles, Critical Skills, Job
Role Descriptions etc.
4. The use of the Regular Project Progress
Meetings to identify any potential future
issues are identified and managed.
5. Ensure involvement of all key Stakeholders at
key times.
6. Use of Data Repository System.
7. Continued Risk Workshop Reviews during the
Project to manage issues.
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Project Team

Ongoing through Project.

1

3

2

3

2

Appendix A - Risk & Opportunity Register

Risk / Opp
ID

Risk / Opp Name

Risk or
Opportunity

Risk / Opp
Status

Area of Project

Risk / Opp Description
(Cause and Effect)

R-008

Project Resource Issues (due to Availability
etc.).

Risk

Open

Project Delivery

There is a risk that a lack of Specialist Resources to deliver the current
Project Scope to Programme.

R-009

Potential for a lack of Specialist Knowledge
for working within Unconventional Gas
Types.

Risk

Open

Potential for a lack of Specialist Knowledge for working within
Project Delivery Unconventional Gas Types which could lead to delays and/or
additional cost, or could impact the Specification of Equipment used.

R-010

Inaccuracy of Current Cost /
Time Estimates.

Risk

Open

Project Delivery

R-011

Potential for Software Interface Issues
between the Software Solution and Existing
National Grid Software or due to Changes to
the National Grid IS Policy.

Risk

Open

There is a potential for non-compatibility between the proposed
Project Delivery Software Platform Solution and the existing NG IS Systems, which
could lead to delay / additional cost.

R-012

Increase Difficulty in Transferring the
Current Water Industry Software Solution
Development into the Gas Industry
Software Solution Application.

Risk

Open

Project Delivery

R-013

Problems during Testing and Validation of
the Software Platform.

Risk

Open

There is a risk that issues could arise during the Testing and Validation
Project Delivery of the Software Solution which could lead to reworks resulting in
increased cost and delays.

R-014

Problems during Testing and Validation of
the Skid Units.

Risk

Open

There is a risk that the initial cost and/or time estimates are found to
be incorrect, which could lead to delay / additional cost.

There is a potential that the Software Platform developed for the
Water Industry requires a greater number of modifications than
currently anticipated in order to work within the Gas Industry
Application.

There is a risk that issues could arise during the Testing and Validation
of the Skid Units which could lead to reworks resulting in increased
Project Delivery cost and delays.

Pre Mitigated Risk / Opp Qualitative Impact Scores
Probability
Impact

Schedule
Impact

Commercial
Impact

Schedule
Impact Score

Commercial
Impact Score

R-015

Risk

Open

There is the potential for delay and/or additional cost due to the
Project Delivery incorporation of New Technology and the introduction of Non-OFGEM
Approved Equipment.

Integration of Different Technology,
Vendors and Control Systems.

Risk

Open

Risk / Opp Mitigation
Action Status

Project Team

Post Mitigated Risk / Opp Qualitative Impact Scores
Probability
Impact

Schedule
Impact

Commercial
Impact

Schedule
Impact Score

Commercial
Impact Score

Ongoing through Project.

1

2

1

2

1

4

5

1

20

4

4

4

4

16

16

1. Gain Advice / Training from Specialist Contractor.
2. Ensure the use of Tech Watch.

Project Team

Ongoing through Project.

2

2

2

4

4

Project Team

Ongoing through Project.

1

3

3

3

3

2

3

3

6

6

1. Manage the Project to ensure Minimal Scope
Creep.
2. Monitor Cost / Programme Progress.
3. The use of the Regular Project Progress
Meetings to identify any potential future
issues are identified and managed.
4. Utilise the experience from previous NIA, NIC and
other Innovation Projects.

3

2

2

6

6

1. Arrange an IS Stakeholder meeting early during
the Project to establish the full list of requirements.
2. Ensure continuous engagement with IS
Stakeholder during Project.

Chris Barron

Ongoing through Project.

2

1

1

2

2

2

1

1

2

2

1. Ensure the early assessment of required
compatibility during the Feasibility Stage.
2. Ensure the use of the NIA to inform and identify
any modifications required.

Chris Barron

Ongoing through Project.

0

0

0

0

0

4

3

2

12

8

1. Ensure that sufficient time is allowed within the
Programme to fully Test and Validate the System.
2. Undertake Prototype Testing during the
development of the Conceptual Design.

Project Team

Ongoing through Project.

2

1

1

2

2

15

1. Ensure that controlled Field Testing takes place.
2. Full FAT.
3. Ensure early Customer Engagement.
4. Ensure that sufficient time is allowed within the
Programme to fully Test and Validate the System.
5. Ensure the Development of a full Testing and
Commissioning Strategy.

Project Team

Ongoing through Project.

2

5

5

10

10

6

1. Ensure early Vendor Engagement.
2. Produce comparisons with proven Technology
where applicable.
3. Ensure Technical due diligence - i.e. G35
Approval and Appraisal.

Project Team

Ongoing through Project.

2

3

2

6

4

Project Team

Ongoing through Project.

2

3

3

6

6

3

5

5

15

3

3

2

9

1.
2.

R-016

Risk / Opp Mitigation
Action Owner/s

1. Ensure management of Resources to minimise
conflict between Projects.
2. Ensure that all Resource Training needs
are to be identified early through
Competence Assessments.
3. The use of the Regular Project Progress
Meetings to identify any potential future
issues are identified and managed.
4. Use of a Dedicated Project Team.
5. Engage Delivery Partners.
6. Identification of Key Project Personel.

There is also an additional potential that a suitable Site is not available
when needed.

Incorporation of New Technology and
Introduction of Non-OFGEM Approved
Equipment.

Risk / Opp Mitigation Actions

There is potential for delay / additional cost due to issues with the
Project Delivery integration of New / Different Technology and the ability for Plug and
Play Technology whilst still maintaining the Existing Functionality.

4

3

3

12

3.
12
4.
5.

Ensure early Vendor Engagement.
Produce comparisons with proven Technology
where applicable.
Ensure Technical due diligence - i.e. G35 Approval
and Appraisal.
Utilise the experience of Design Teams.
Utilise the experience with New Technologies /
Innovative Solutions.

R-017

Potential for Site Specific Issues (Power
Supply etc.) Leading to Additional
Requirements on Skid Units.

Risk

Open

There is the potential for changes to Design and Manufacture (or the
Project Delivery inability not to be able to use some of the Sites) which could lead to
delay and/or increased costs.

3

4

3

12

9

1. Ensure the early review of existing Site Drawings
takes place.
2. Early the completion, and review of, the basis for
Design.

Project Team

Ongoing through Project.

2

3

2

6

4

R-018

Impact of the NIA on the NIC Project.

Risk

Open

There is the potential for limited information to be made available out
Project Delivery coming from the NIA Project which could lead to delay, false
assumptions etc.

2

1

1

2

2

1. Ensure close monitoring of the progress of the
NIA Project.

Project Team

Ongoing through Project.

1

1

1

1

1

R-019

Potential for Negative Public Relations.

Risk

Open

2

5

1

10

2

1. Ensure early Consultation with the NG Board to
fully outline the Project.

Project Team

Ongoing through Project.

1

4

1

4

1

R-020

Potential for Commercial Modification
Proposals does not receive Industry and/or
OFGEM Support.

2

5

2

10

4

1. Ensure early Stakeholder Engagement.

Project Team

Ongoing through Project.

1

5

2

5

2

Risk

Open

There is the potential for Programme delay and/or increased costs
Project Delivery due to the Project links to Shale Gas.
There is also a potential for impact due to external Project Vendors.
There is the potential for a delay to the completion of the Project if
Project Delivery the Commercial Modification Proposals do not receive Industry
and/or OFGEM Support.
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R-021

Failure / Delay to Delivery of Key Materials
and Equipment.

Risk

Open

There is a risk that there could be a delay (or failure) to the delivery
Project Delivery of Key Materials and Equipment which could lead to delay /
additional cost.
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2

4

2

8

4

1. Ensure early Engagement with Vendors.
2. Ensure an Expediting Team is put in place on
the Project.

Project Team

Ongoing through Project.

1

2

1

2

1
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Appendix E – Sample Customer Engagement Questionnaire
[This questionnaire was designed to enable NGGT to compare the number and the needs
of the different projects which may wish to connect to a Gas Transporter over the next 5
to 10 years. Telephone interviews were held with potential customers who were
generally developers of either biomethane or shale gas projects.]
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Appendix F – Sample Distribution Network Engagement Questionnaire
[This questionnaire was designed to enable NGGT to fully understand the connections
regime for biomethane/shale/biogas type projects connecting onto the distribution
networks, focussing specifically on the connection application process and asset
ownership models.]
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Appendix G – Letters of Support
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Appendix H - Project Team Organogram
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Project Team Organogram
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